FLEX SIDE
TIPPER

FAST
RELIABLE
LOW TARE
LEAKPROOF

TOUGH TIPPERS FOR TOUGH JOBS

Flex Side Tipper
BASED ON OVER 40 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE

Thanks to a single double acting hydraulic cylinder at each end of
the bowl, plus large capacity hydraulic hoses and valves, AZMEB’s
Flex Side Tipper is FAST. It tips quickly, even when on the move,
and can uniquely tip partial loads, just like a bucket loader.

LOW TARE is assured due to the strong, high tensile steel
construction. The bowl floor sits on wear resistant HDPE pads
and is made from 450 grade wear plate, increasing its strength
and eliminating the need for cross members.

A welded “one piece” high tensile steel body and the simplicity of
having no side door, hinges or locks, ensure that the unit is also
very RELIABLE. There is no door to creep open and no hinges to
jam or service.

The unit is LEAKPROOF thanks to its unique door-less construction
and operating method, which create a bath-type bowl that prevents
leakage. The flex tipping action also assists in breaking up congealed
or gelatinous loads, making them easier to tip.

APPLICATIONS

CONFIGURATIONS

>C
 artage of iron ore, coal, mineral concentrates,
quarry materials, crushed rock, screenings,
mineral sands, waste, compost, woodchips
and environmentally sensitive products.

> T he AZMEB Flex Side Tipper is available in Rigid,
B-Double and all approved Road Train combinations
with capacities ranging from 12 to 80 cu.m.

>O
 ptional Hydraulic Hood open

>O
 ptional Hydraulic Hood closed

>O
 ptional Hydraulic Hood remains open while

trailer tips

> HDPE pads between the tipper bowl and

>H
 igh density wear resistant pads support

chassis reduce wear and improve load
spreading across the chassis providing
protection against impact loads

> A heavy duty twin tyre carrier is standard

the body along its full length as it flexes and
tips. These pads are easily serviceable items
when required
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DISCLAIMER: AZMEB provides the information contained herein in good faith, based upon the right to change
specifications without notice. However, AZMEB accepts no liability, either direct or indirect for any loss or
consequential loss that may result from the application of this information. Purchasers must conduct their
own enquiries to ensure that the products are suitable for their own particular purposes. Any comments
made regarding products and construction are made on an information basis, not as a recommendation.
Photographs may show equipment that is available at extra cost. AZMEB and the AZMEB logo are registered
trademarks of the MaxiTRANS Group. MaxiTRANS Australia Pty Ltd. ABN 95 081 151 699. Copyright 2013.
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